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Abstract. By exchanging events in a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), drivers can receive interesting information while
driving. For example, they can be informed of available parking spaces in their vicinity. A suitable protocol is needed to
disseminate the events efficiently within the area where they are relevant. Moreover, in such a competitive context where each
vehicle may be interested in a resource, it is crucial not to communicate that resource to each driver in the vicinity. Otherwise,
those drivers would waste time trying to reach a parking space and only one of them would be fulfilled, which would lead to a
poor satisfaction in the system.
To solve this problem, we detail in this paper a reservation protocol that efficiently allocates parking spaces in vehicular
ad hoc networks and avoids the competition among the vehicles. We have integrated our protocol within VESPA, a system
that we have designed for vehicles to share information in VANETs. An experimental evaluation is provided, which proves the
usefulness and benefits of our reservation protocol in both parking lots and urban scenarios. Besides, we present an in-depth
study of the state of the art on this topic, that shows the interest and the originality of our approach.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, there is a great interest in developing systems to assist drivers on the road, providing them
with different types of relevant information. VANETs rely on the use of short-range networks (a few
hundred meters), like IEEE 802.11, Ultra Wide Band (UWB), or WAVE (IEEE 802.11p, IEEE 1609), for
vehicles to communicate [27] and provide bandwidth in the range of Mbps. Using such communication
networks, the driver of a car can receive information from its neighbors. Many pieces of information
can be exchanged in the context of inter-vehicle communications, for instance to warn drivers when a
potentially dangerous event arises (an accident, an emergency braking, an obstacle on the road, etc.) or
to try to assist them (with information about traffic congestions, real-time traffic conditions, etc.). As
opposed to communication approaches based on a support infrastructure or a wide-area network such as
a 3G cellular network, the use of ad hoc communications can facilitate a quick exchange of data with
neighboring nodes at no cost, which will encourage the cooperation among close vehicles. VANETs
have attracted an intensive research attention (for some recent examples, see [19,35,44]).
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Among the different types of information that a driver may find interesting, information about avail-
able parking spaces is one of the most valuable. Finding an available parking space is indeed stressful,
time-consuming and contributes to increasing traffic; so, according to [23], searching for parking spaces
is a basic component of urban traffic congestion (between 5% and 10% of the traffic in cities and up
to 60% in small streets). Besides, it leads to fuel consumption and environment pollution due to the
emission of gases. Some studies emphasize the costs of searching for parking spaces. For example [10],
indicates that nearly one out of two vehicles on the move are searching for a parking space. Similarly,
from a study by the Imperial College in London (Imperial College Urban Energy Systems Project) it is
known that, during congested hours, more than 40% of the total fuel consumption is spent while look-
ing for a parking space. As a final example, according to a study by Donald Shoup [41], in Westwood
Village (a commercial district next to the campus of the University of California, Los Angeles) parking
searching leads every year to about 47000 gallons of gasoline, 730 tons of CO2 emissions and 95000
hours (eleven years) of drivers’ time. Moreover, the Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament
sets among the priority areas for Intelligent Transport Systems the provision of both information and
reservation services for (safe and secure) parking places for trucks and commercial vehicles.
Vehicular networks bring new opportunities but also significant challenges from the data management
point of view [19]. The work presented in this paper is an extension of VESPA [12,16,18,20] (Vehicular
Event Sharing with a mobile P2P Architecture, http://www.univ-valenciennes.fr/ROI/SID/tdelot/vespa/),
which is a system developed to share information about events in inter-vehicle ad hoc networks. In
such environments, both push-based (data dissemination) and pull-based (query dissemination) ap-
proaches [46] have been proposed. On the one hand, with a push-based approach the vehicles receive
data from their neighbors and then it is possible to process queries locally over the data received in order
to provide interesting information to the driver (relevant for that time and location). On the other hand,
with a pull-based approach a query is actually disseminated over the vehicular network in order to collect
the relevant data from the vehicles. Push-based solutions are more frequently used. So, data about the
events occurring on the road or available resources such as parking spaces may have to be communicated
to a potentially large set of vehicles, depending on the relevance of the data to the drivers. As opposed
to other proposals, VESPA aims at supporting all types of events. Thus, VESPA proposes a dissemina-
tion protocol [12] and a relevance estimation mechanism [16,20] not only suitable for stationary events
(e.g., an emergency braking, an accident, etc.) but also for mobile events (e.g., an emergency vehicle
asking preceding vehicles to yield the right of way, a vehicle with a non-functioning brake light, etc.).
When supporting such mobile events, the set of vehicles for which the event information is relevant
evolves according to both the movements of the vehicle generating the event (e.g., a vehicle that brakes
suddenly) and the other vehicles involved (in the previous example, the vehicles behind). Besides, the
direction of traffic is also of major importance in establishing the relevance of shared information, even
for non-mobile events (e.g., consider a traffic jam affecting only the vehicles moving in one direction).
In this paper, we focus on the exchange of information about available parking spaces using VESPA.
As opposed to other types of events, it is not enough to indicate the presence of the event to the driver.
Indeed, if the same information (i.e., the same available parking space) is presented to several interested
drivers, this will lead to a competition between the vehicles and only one of them will be able to take that
parking space. It is so crucial to propose a solution for parking spaces to be “reserved”. By reservation we
understand the fact that the parking space should be communicated to only one driver, as there is no way
to physically prevent other vehicles from taking a public parking space; so, thanks to the reservation
protocol, the information about an available parking space is disclosed to a single driver. The fully
decentralized environment imposed by vehicular networks makes that reservation process particularly
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challenging since vehicles keep moving and no reliable link or central server can be used. Although other
solutions have been proposed to disseminate information about available parking spaces using short
range communications (e.g., [49]), to the best of our knowledge, no other work has tackled the problem
of parking space reservation in VANETs. This paper extends [17]; among the extensions, we could
mention an extensive study of related proposals, an experimental evaluation in urban environments, and
an analysis of reliability issues.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the representation of
events in VESPA and describe how the relevance of parking spaces received by vehicles is evaluated us-
ing the concept of Encounter Probability. In Section 3, we present our reservation protocol. In Section 4
we discuss some reliability issues. In Section 5, we evaluate experimentally our solution. In Section 6,
we compare our work with other approaches by presenting a detailed study of the state of the art (includ-
ing both research proposals and existing systems). Finally, in Section 7 we summarize our conclusions
and indicate some ideas for future research.
2. Relevance of events
One of the major problems in inter-vehicle applications is how to estimate the relevance of the events
received. The traditional approach is to define a relevance function used to determine whether an event
received should be considered or ignored. The relevance function used in VESPA, called Encounter
Probability (EP), which estimates the likelihood that a vehicle is going to meet a certain event, is used
to verify whether an event is relevant for a vehicle or not. Thus, when an event is received by a vehicle,
the EP for this event is computed. If the EP computed is higher than a certain storage threshold (ST)
then the event is stored in a local data cache, as it is considered relevant for the vehicle. If the EP is also
higher than a certain relevance threshold (RT, with RT  ST) and besides the driver is interested in that
type of event (because the event is interesting for any driver – e.g., an event indicating an accident – or
because the driver submitted a query to retrieve events of that type), then the event is relevant for the
driver and has to be communicated to the driver. Finally, a dissemination threshold (DT) is also used to
decide whether the event should be communicated to other neighboring vehicles or not.
In the following, we first describe how events are represented and then we briefly summarize the
method used to compute the Encounter Probability (EP).
2.1. Representation of events in VESPA
VESPA relies on a generic structure to represent events whatever their type (both stationary vs. mobile
and direction-dependent vs. direction-independent events are considered). Each event is described using
several attributes: 1) a unique Key set by the event source, 2) a Version number allows to distinguish
between different updates of the same event (e.g., used to indicate that a mobile event has changed its
location), 3) an Importance value helps to determine the urgency of presenting that information to the
driver (e.g., accidents that may affect the driver have a high importance), 4) a CurrentPosition indicates
the time and place for the data generated, 5) a DirectionRefPosition and a MobilityRefPosition store
preceding reference positions used to compute an Encounter Probability, 6) a LastDiffuserPosition and
a HopNumber contain the location of the last vehicle which relayed the message and the number of
rediffusions of the event (for purposes of the dissemination protocol, as explained in [12]), and 7) a
Description field contains additional information for the driver.
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Table 1
Example of dissemination of an available parking space
Key Vrs Imp CP LDP Hop Desc
50◦19’15.91 N
v1e1 1 1 3◦30’51.11 E – 0 Available parking space
10h25m17s
50◦19’15.91 N 50◦19’15.91 N
v1e1 1 1 3◦30’51.11 E 3◦30’51.11 E 1 Available parking space
10h25m17s 10h25m17s
50◦19’15.91 N 50◦19’17.51 N
v1e1 1 1 3◦30’51.11 E 3◦30’54.71 E 2 Available parking space
10h25m17s 10h25m18s
The type of the event (stationary or mobile, direction-dependent or not) is not explicitly represented
as an attribute of the event, as it can be inferred from some of the other message fields. Thus, when
dealing with a stationary object/event, the MobilityRefPosition will always be set to null. Similarly,
for non-direction-dependent events the value of DirectionRefPosition will be set to null to allow the
identification of such type of event.
2.1.1. Example: Disseminating the availability of parking spaces
The protocol used in VESPA to disseminate information about available parking spaces and other
types of events is described in detail in [12]. It aims at delivering events to potentially interested vehicles
and relies on the concept of EP. Indeed, the probability that an event relevant for a vehicle is also relevant
for its neighbors is high. So, when the EP computed for the event reaches the dissemination threshold, the
dissemination of the event has to be continued in the network. Such an EP-based dissemination protocol
ensures the adaptivity of the dissemination of an event according to its type. This is indeed crucial when
several types of events are considered (e.g., the information about an available parking space has to be
broadcasted to all surrounding vehicles whereas the information about an emergency braking should
only be diffused to the vehicles behind).
As an example, we illustrate in Table 1 several steps of the diffusion of an event representing an
available parking space using the dissemination protocol that we introduced in [12]. In the table, Vrs
represents the version number, Imp the importance of the event, CP the current position, LDP the last
diffuser’s position, and Desc the description of the event. The first row represents the message emitted
by a vehicle leaving a parking space or by a static sensor detecting the car leaving. None of the fields
corresponding to the reference positions are filled here because of the type of event (DirectionRefPosi-
tion and MobilityRefPosition are both null for stationary non-direction-dependent events like available
parking spaces), and so they are not shown in Table 1. The second row presents the message generated
by a vehicle relaying the message presented in the first row of the table; the only attributes modified are
the HopNumber, increased because the message is relayed, and the LastDiffuserPosition, corresponding
to the position of the previous sender of the message (i.e., the generator of the event). The third row
shows a next rediffusion of the message. For simplicity, only the longitude and latitude (and not the
altitude) of GPS positions are shown.
2.2. Computation of the EP
In this section, we briefly summarize the way the EP is computed in VESPA. Actually, there are
two different methods considered. The first method does not require any road maps or other information
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about the environment and estimates future locations of vehicles and events based on geographic vectors,
in order to estimate the probability that they will meet [16]. The second method attempts to achieve a
higher accuracy by exploiting the information available in real road maps [20]. For more details about
the computation of the Encounter Probability, along with an evaluation of its benefits, we refer the
interesting reader to [12,16,20].
2.2.1. Computation of the EP based on geographic vectors
In order to compute the Encounter Probability between a vehicle and an event, two movement vectors
are defined for a vehicle (computed by sampling the vehicle’s locations periodically): the direction vector
and the mobility vector. The direction vector allows estimating future positions of the vehicle on a
short term, whereas the mobility vector captures an overall impression of the vehicle’s direction and
allows to estimate future positions on the long term. Each vehicle can compute its direction vector and
its mobility vector easily. Similarly, each vehicle can compute the mobility and direction vectors of
the events it receives. For that purpose, it uses the data associated to the events, and more precisely
the CurrentPosition attribute and either the DirectionRefPosition or the MobilityRefPosition attribute,
respectively. Finally, for each event, a vehicle’s mobility vector (and direction vector) in relation to the
event is computed by the vehicle, so that managing a single mobility and direction vector for each couple
<vehicle, event> is enough.
Then, the computation of the EP is based on four factors: the minimal geographical distance between
the vehicle and the event over time (Δd), the difference between the current time and the time when the
vehicle will be closest to the event (Δt), the difference between the time when the event is generated
and the moment when the vehicle will be closest to the event (Δg), and the angle between the direction
vector of the vehicle and the direction vector of the event (represented by a colinearity coefficient c).
These elements are weighted by considering different penalty coefficients (α, β, γ and ζ) and aggregated
to compute a value for the EP:
EP =
100
α×Δd+ β ×Δt+ γ ×Δg + ζ × c+ 1
For more details about the computation of the EP with geographic vectors, please see [16].
2.2.2. Computation of the EP based on maps
The information used in the previous method can be noisy, as for example the vehicle could abruptly
change its direction at any time due to the constraints imposed by the road network infrastructure. So,
we have proposed a second method to compute the EP when digital road maps are available. The goal is
to try to compute the EP in a more precise way. This method is based on the estimation of the TTL (Time
to Live) of an event, which is the time interval during which the event will be valid, and on the distinction
between two different types of events: attraction events and repulsion events. Attraction events represent
events that the driver would like to reach (e.g., in this paper parking spaces); for them, a Reachability
Probability (ReachP) is defined based on the TTL and the time needed to reach the event by following the
shortest path between the vehicle and the event (TTR). Repulsion events are events that the driver would
like to avoid (e.g., traffic congestions or accidents); for them, a Need to Escape Probability (NeedEsP)
is defined based on the TTL and the time needed by the vehicle to reach the last intersection that offers
the vehicle an alternative route to avoid the repulsion event (TTE). The value of the EP is computed as
ReachP or NeedEsP depending on the type of event:
ReachP =
{
100 if TTL > TTR
0 otherwise
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NeedEsP =
{
100 if TTL > TTE
0 otherwise
According to experiments performed in the context of VESPA, this method to compute the EP can
increase the accuracy. Nevertheless, the approach based on geographic vectors will also behave well in
scenarios where the information about road maps may be unavailable. For more details, see [20].
3. Reservation protocol for parking spaces
In Section 2, we have described how to estimate the relevance of events. For most events, these mech-
anisms can be used efficiently to disseminate the events in the vehicular network to warn drivers. How-
ever, disseminating information about an available parking space with the basic VESPA approach is not
enough, as this would lead to competition between vehicles to try to take that space. So, in this section,
we present a solution to allocate available parking spaces in VANETs.
Coordinating different vehicles in vehicular ad hoc networks for them to choose one vehicle to which
the parking space will be allocated is not an easy task. Indeed, no centralized server is available in en-
vironments where vehicles only communicate through short range communication networks. Moreover,
all the vehicles have the same importance/role. So, we propose in the following a protocol in which a
coordinator vehicle is chosen for each parking space. The role of such a coordinator is to collect, from
the neighbors interested in finding an available parking space, the necessary information to decide to
which vehicle the resource will be allocated. In the following, we will call “reservation” the process
consisting of allocating parking spaces to vehicles. Our goal is to ensure that the information about a
parking space is shown only to the driver of the vehicle that is chosen to occupy it, in order to minimize
competition.
3.1. Basics of the protocol
Using vehicle-to-vehicle communications, a vehicle can inform the other surrounding ones when it is
about to leave a parking space. Therefore, a message describing the event “available parking space” is
generated and broadcasted using VESPA, as explained before. To avoid causing an unnecessary compe-
tition among vehicles, a suitable reservation protocol should aim at:
– Indicating to the driver an available parking space reserved for his/her vehicle (and not a list of all
the received available parking spaces).
– Maximizing the probability that the parking space will still be available when the driver arrives
there.
– Maximizing the use of resources (by avoiding that a parking space remains available if there are
vehicles searching in its vicinity).
– Ensuring a fair use of resources (i.e., it should be equitable and avoid situations where a vehicle has
consistently higher priority than others).
– Minimizing the actions that the driver has to perform, with two goals: 1) not to disturb her/him
while driving, and 2) to prevent the drivers from disseminating themselves misleading information
that they could use to their own advantage (i.e., to obtain a parking space before the others).
– Avoiding network congestion.
Our solution to reserve parking spaces relies on the election of one coordinator per available parking
space (i.e., a vehicle with a temporary particular role in the allocation of an available space). The coordi-
nator is responsible for the allocation of the parking space to a vehicle according to a predefined policy.
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It should be noted that if several coordinators were in charge of the same parking space, the information
could be disseminated faster, but this would lead to the competition situations that we want to avoid.
In this section, we detail how our protocol works for the case where there are vehicles interested in the
resource in the communication range of the vehicle diffusing it, and in Section 3.2 we explain how the
advertisement range can be extended (if needed) by switching the coordinator.
At first, the coordinator is the vehicle that leaves the parking space.1 It sends a message to inform the
vehicles in its communication range that a parking space is available. Then it waits for potential answers.
Among the vehicles receiving the information, only those interested in the parking space answer to the
coordinator. So, each vehicle receiving a notification about an available parking space has to verify if
that information is relevant. For this purpose, the vehicle computes the Encounter Probability (presented
in Section 2) for the event received, to estimate if it can reach the space while it is still estimated avail-
able. In that case, it declares its interest in the parking space. Each interested vehicle vi provides to the
coordinator its vehicle’s identifier and the information necessary for the coordinator to choose the vehi-
cle to which the resource has to be allocated, such as (depending on the allocation policy) the time ti,
corresponding to the current duration of the search of a parking space for that vehicle.
After a period of time T (amount of time during which the coordinator waits for answers from in-
terested vehicles), the coordinator chooses, among the vehicles that answered, the one for which the
parking space is “reserved” (i.e., the one whose driver will receive the information about the parking
space, including its geographic coordinates). Different policies may be applied to choose the vehicle to
which the parking space should be allocated. The choice of an appropriate allocation policy will be fur-
ther discussed in Section 5, in the context of a experimental evaluation; summing up, we consider that an
appropriate policy could be to assign the parking space to the vehicle with the highest EP (to maximize
the probability to find it free when it reaches it). Finally, the vehicle sends a message to the coordinator
to confirm that it will take the parking space. This confirmation message avoids losing parking spaces:
in case the chosen vehicle does not accept the parking space (or if it does not receive the allocation
message), another vehicle is chosen by the coordinator. This exchange will be performed in a short time.
The flow charts of the algorithms executed by the vehicles searching for a parking space and the
coordinator are detailed in Figs 1 and 2, respectively. Regarding Fig. 1, the method declareInterest is
executed when a vehicle searching for a parking space receives an available parking space event (apse)
from a coordinator and confirmInterest is executed when a vehicle is informed by a coordinator that
it has been allocated the parking space; regarding the latter, it should be noticed that a vehicle may
send an abort message if it has already found another parking space in the meanwhile or if the driver
changed his/her mind and does not want to park anymore. Regarding Fig. 2, the method advertiseParking
(Event apse) is executed when a vehicle leaves a parking space (or when it becomes a coordinator
through delegation, as explained in Section 3.2), sort(answers) sorts the answers received according to
the allocation policy used and the information communicated by the interested vehicles, and notification
becomes true when the winning vehicle confirms the allocation.
3.2. Extending the notification range
We have described so far the interactions between the coordinator and the interested vehicles to allo-
cate an available parking space. However, we have considered that at least one of the vehicles within the
1If the event is generated by a fixed sensor in the parking space, an initial coordinator is chosen between the vehicles receiving
this event.
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Fig. 1. Behavior of the receiving side.
Fig. 2. Behavior of the coordinator in the normal process.
communication range of the coordinator was interested in finding an available parking space. If this is
not the case, the information has to be relayed farther to try to find a vehicle interested in the resource.
Anyway, it is not possible anymore to interact with the same coordinator using multi-hop techniques.
Indeed, due to the use of short range communication networks and the absence of any fixed support
infrastructure, we have no way to ensure that the coordinator would still be reachable when using multi-
hop relaying (all vehicles are highly mobile). Thus, the decision process could not be guaranteed.
Instead, we rather try to choose a new coordinator. The new coordinator has to be farther from the
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Fig. 3. Behavior of the coordinator when it needs to be replaced.
resource to increase the probability to reach new potentially interested vehicles. In the case of parking
spaces, the coordinator should however not be selected too far away from the available slot. Indeed this
would increase the probability that another vehicle arrives to park in that parking space in the meanwhile.
Instead, we choose the new coordinator according to the demand in terms of available parking spaces in
its vicinity.
Our goal is to find an interested vehicle as quickly and as close to the parking space as possible.
Therefore, each vehicle periodically broadcasts to its neighbors its “state” (i.e., whether it is searching
for a parking space or not). This allows each vehicle to estimate the approximate number of nearby
vehicles searching for a parking space. So, when a new coordinator has to be elected, the former one
broadcasts a message to its neighbors. The neighboring vehicles receiving that message (and not already
coordinators for another parking space) reply to the coordinator by indicating their estimations. The
coordinator then sorts the candidates in increasing number of these estimations and contacts the vehicles
in that list following that order until one vehicle confirms the reception of the proposal and so becomes
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the new coordinator. In case no candidate coordinator answers, the former one keeps its role and, after a
while, broadcasts again the message about the available parking space. By then, new vehicles interested
can now be in its neighborhood. If not, a process to switch the coordinator is initiated again. The flow
chart of the algorithm executed by the coordinator when it needs to find a replacement is shown in Fig. 3;
in this case, notification becomes true when a vehicle accepts to become the new coordinator. The flow
chart of the corresponding algorithm for the other vehicles is trivial from the descriptions in the text.
Thus, vehicles interested in finding an available parking space can be located even if they are further
from the available parking space than the communication range of the wireless network used.
3.3. Some remarks
In the following, we discuss some situations that may arise during the allocation protocol:
– Several advertisements of different parking spaces. Obviously, several available parking spaces can
be communicated to the same vehicle at the same moment (e.g., two close vehicles can leave their
parking space or become coordinators at the same time). Thus, a vehicle can receive different mes-
sages, issued by different coordinators, indicating an available parking space. Then, a difficulty
arises for that vehicle to choose to which coordinator it should send a positive answer. This is not
easy because the vehicle does not know by which coordinator it could be elected since it does not
even know which other vehicles will answer. So, it is not possible for the vehicle to take an informed
decision.
Consequently, we choose to let the vehicle answer to all the available coordinators. Once again, the
confirmation message used in the protocol helps to avoid losing a parking space in case the same
vehicle is elected twice by two different coordinators. At the coordinator side, if one vehicle does
not confirm its interest in the parking space, the coordinator tries to contact the second vehicle in
the list of candidates, and so on. Notice that an alternative solution could be to reply only to one
coordinator (chosen randomly), but in this case the probability to receive a parking space would
decrease.
– Vehicles not compliant with the proposed protocol. It should be noted that we do not assume that all
the vehicles will have the proposed system installed. There may be other vehicles not participating
in the data sharing or even vehicles that participate but whose drivers follow a behavior different
from the one expected:
∗ Choice of a parking space different from the one assigned. A vehicle that has been allocated a
parking space could see a different parking space available, before reaching the one assigned,
and take it. In that case, it could advertise again its allocated parking space (that will remain
available), acting as a coordinator for it. In this way, the information about its availability would
not get lost.
∗ Occupation of the parking space by other vehicles. In the previous case, the vehicle could actually
end up occupying a parking space reserved for another vehicle. Similarly, vehicles not equipped
with the proposed system could find and occupy any parking space. So, even if we try to help
the elected vehicle to reach the parking space while it is still available, we cannot ensure that no
other driver will see and use that space before. This is obviously unavoidable. What our protocol
eventually ensures is an effective dissemination of information about available parking spaces,
without leading to a competition.
It is also important to emphasize that the proposed protocol relies in the concept of Encounter Proba-
bility explained in Section 2. Therefore, the information about available parking spaces is not propagated
randomly, but within the areas where the information could reach interesting vehicles.
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4. Reliability issues
In this section, we discuss some aspects about the reliability of the proposed protocol. In particular,
we analyze what may happen if some message gets lost or if duplicates arise during the advertisement
and allocation process, as well as potential solutions and their limitations.
In the vehicular network, a message is communicated to other nearby vehicles by broadcasting. When
a vehicle tries to communicate a message to another vehicle but the message does not reach the intended
destination (because the target vehicle has moved out of the communication range), we say that the
message has been lost. We distinguish between this kind of problem and the case when the broadcast
itself fails (e.g., due to interferences/collisions in the channel, fading, obstructions, reflections, or other
propagation effects). Thus, in the case of broadcasting failure the communicating vehicle will be able to
detect the problem by overhearing the communication channel; in case it detects a failure, it will retry the
communication. The situation is different when a message gets lost, as the communicating vehicle may
be unaware of this situation unless acknowledgement messages are included in the protocol to ensure
the reception. However, it should be noticed that the acknowledgement itself may get lost. Therefore,
receiving it is a guarantee that the vehicle received the message but the destination may have received
the message even if no acknowledgment is received. This is consistent with what is mentioned in [11]
(in relation to the WAVE protocol): “Unlike unicast traffic, broadcast frames are never acknowledged
by the receivers; therefore, failed transmissions cannot be detected by the sender, and broadcast frames
cannot be retransmitted.”
Now, let us analyze all the communication messages exchanged in the protocol described in Section 3:
1. Announcement of the availability of a parking space by the coordinator. First, the coordinator
advertises the parking space in its vicinity. The advertisement is disseminated by broadcast in the
area within the communication range of the coordinator. As it is not aimed at a specific vehicle, it
cannot get lost. Of course, if there is no vehicle within range, then the message will not be received
and the protocol to choose a new coordinator and extend the notification range will be started. This
will lead to a slight increase in the delay of the allocation protocol, but it is very unlikely that the
coordinator will change again without need.
2. Communication of interest by the interested vehicles. Each vehicle receiving the advertisement and
searching for parking communicates a message indicating its interest in the parking space.
If the communication of interest from a vehicle gets lost, then such a vehicle will not be among
the candidates to receive the parking space. Therefore, that potential candidate will not be chosen
by the coordinator and the allocation decision may be sub-optimal. In the worst case, if that was
the only interested vehicle or all the messages from the interested vehicles get lost, the coordinator
may end up assuming that there is no interested vehicle in the vicinity. So, a new coordinator may
be chosen unnecessarily.
3. Communication of a decision by the coordinator. The coordinator decides to which vehicle the
parking space should be allocated based on certain spatio-temporal criteria. Once it has decided, it
communicates the assignment to the chosen vehicle.
If the assignment message gets lost, the allocation will fail. The coordinator will not receive the
confirmation from the chosen vehicle and so it will select another interested vehicle. As a conse-
quence, the final assignment may be sub-optimal. However, selecting the second best candidate
should not be a major problem.
4. Confirmation of the parking space assignment by the chosen vehicle. The vehicle chosen receives
the information from the coordinator and sends back a confirmation to indicate that it has success-
fully received the information and accepts the parking space.
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If the confirmation message is not received by the coordinator due to a communication problem,
the coordinator will assume that the allocation was not successful. So, it will start the allocation
process again to find another vehicle that may be interested in the parking space. In this way, the
parking space will be allocated to another vehicle. However, the previously-chosen vehicle will be
unaware of this situation and the driver will also make use of the information to try to occupy the
space. As a result, some competition will be generated between the first vehicle and the second
one. This is an important problem, but the situation is still better than in the case of a pure data
sharing approach where the information about parking spaces is communicated to all the vehicles,
which would generate a higher competition for the spots.
5. Announcement of the need of a new coordinator. When the advertisement ranges needs to be ex-
tended, the coordinator sends a message requesting a new coordinator.
The announcement is disseminated within the communication range of the coordinator, but it is not
sent to any specific vehicle. Therefore, it cannot get lost. If there is no vehicle within range, the
coordinator will try again by repeating the dissemination.
6. Communication of answers from the potential candidates for new coordinator. When the need of
a coordinator is advertised, the vehicles receiving the message answer with their estimations about
nearby vehicles searching for an available parking space.
If one of these answers gets lost, then that vehicle will not be considered as a candidate to take
on the role of coordinator. This may lead to a sub-optimal election of the new coordinator, as that
vehicle could have been the best choice. However, as all the vehicles are within the communication
range of the coordinator, we do not expect very big differences in terms of the number of neigh-
boring vehicle searching for a parking space; therefore, the impact of this communication failure
will be small. Of course, if all the answers get lost, then the process of searching a new coordinator
has to be restarted. Whereas this will lead to a slight increase in the delay of the protocol used to
choose a new coordinator, it is very unlikely that the problem will happen again next time.
7. Acceptance of the coordinator’s role. The process of change of coordinator concludes when the
vehicle selected as a new coordinator sends a confirmation to the previous coordinator.
However, if the message indicating the acceptance gets lost, then the coordinator will try to find
another target to pass on its responsibility to allocate the parking space. As a result, a second
coordinator will be chosen. This will lead to the existence of several coordinators for the same
parking space. Consequently, the parking space may be allocated to more than one vehicle (as each
coordinator will perform one allocation of the parking space). This situation is quite similar to the
one discussed in 4), but in this case from the point of view of the coordinator.
So, the two most important problems occur: 1) when the confirmation from a chosen vehicle to the
coordinator gets lost in the assignment process, and 2) when the acceptance of the vehicle chosen as a
new coordinator gets lost in the process of election of a new coordinator. Both cases will probably lead
to a situation where the assignment of the parking space is communicated to several vehicles (even if
from the point of view of a coordinator the parking space is assigned to only one vehicle), and therefore
to some competition.
The possibility to lose those types of messages in unavoidable unless unicast messages and an ap-
propriate multi-hop routing protocol (e.g., [31]) are used. However, broadcasting/geocasting is the pre-
dominant communication mode in vehicular networks [12,24,32,40] and avoids the overhead of routing
messages to specific vehicles. Therefore, the only alternative that would completely avoid the possibil-
ity of some competition introduced by the data sharing system would be to remove the two types of
messages mentioned. In that case, we would be implicitly assuming: for the first type of message, that
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Table 2
Summary of potential problems due to message losses
Message type Problem if lost Impact
Availability of parking space – –
Communication of interest Pb. 1: Sub-optimal allocation Very low
Pb. 2: Unnecessary election of a new coordinator
(if all the communications of interest get lost) →
increase of delay
Low Process of allocation of
parking spaces
Parking assignment Pb. 3: Sub-optimal allocation Very low
Confirmation of the parking
assignment
Pb. 4: Multiple assignment of the parking space Medium
Request for new coordinator – –
Answer to the request for Pb. 5: Sub-optimal allocation Very low
new coordinator Pb. 6: Restart of the process to elect a new coor-
dinator (if all the communications of interest get
lost) → increase of delay
Low Process of selection of a
new coordinator
Acceptance of the coordina-
tor’s role
Pb. 7: Multiple coordinators → Multiple assign-
ment of the parking space
Medium
the vehicle that is assigned the parking space will receive the message and accept it; and for the second
type of message, that the chosen coordinator will receive the message and accept the role. If this is not
the case, the information about the available parking space would get lost and not communicated to any
vehicle. Therefore, we advocate keeping these confirmation messages to ensure that the information will
be successfully delivered to some vehicle, while at the same time avoiding the competition that would
arise if all the vehicles receive the information.
Table 2 shows a summary of the types of messages used in the proposed protocol, the problems that
may arise if they get lost, and their impact.
5. Experimental evaluation
In this section, we describe our experimental evaluation. In particular, we evaluated different strategies
to advertise available parking spaces in two different scenarios: parking lots and urban environments.
We have developed a prototype of VESPA for smartphones (see http://www.univ-valenciennes.fr/ROI/
SID/tdelot/vespa/prototype.html), which can be used in a real scenario. However, due to obvious scal-
ability reasons (it is difficult to perform repeatable scenarios with a high number of vehicles in a real
environment), we use a simulator that we have developed to evaluate our system. Tests in a real environ-
ment are thus used mostly for verification, to calibrate our simulations, and for demonstration purposes.
We notably observed that the time elapsed since a vehicle started searching for a parking space could
not be the only criterion for the allocation of parking spaces. Indeed, if a driver is close to an available
parking space and sees it, he/she will park his/her vehicle if he/she is searching for such a resource (i.e.,
the space will be taken even if the event reporting the availability of that parking space is not communi-
cated to that driver). Thus, it seems interesting to consider the value of the Encounter Probability of the
resource for the vehicles searching; for example, we need to take into account that nearby vehicles are
more likely to occupy the space.
5.1. Brief description of the simulator
In order to evaluate our solution with an important number of vehicles, a simulator has been designed.
We needed a testing system that could simulate realistic vehicles’ movements, wireless exchanges, the
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generation of events, etc. Moreover, whereas the traffic naturally strongly impacts the dissemination of
resources among vehicles, the information exchanged among those vehicles also influences the way the
vehicles move. For example, if an interested driver receives the position of an available parking space,
he/she will move in that direction. This is why we decided to develop our own simulator, since no
existing one could fit our needs.
Our simulator allows simulating vehicles on real road networks stored on digital road maps and also
creating artificial roads and parking lot structures by hand. In the simulated scenario, the vehicles drive
from a random departure point to a destination point through roads defined according to real maps. The
choice of roads used for each vehicle to reach its destination is computed using Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm. When a vehicle does not have any destination point because it is looking for a parking space
but does not know any available slot, a random road is chosen (simulating a driver that is looking around
for a place to park). A communication range of 200 m is considered by default.
It should be emphasized that the behavior of the vehicles during the simulations depends on both
the information provided by the inter-vehicle communication system (i.e., the positions of available
parking spaces communicated to the driver) and the information that the drivers observe. For example,
to simulate a real environment, a driver searching for a parking space will take an available one once
he/she sees it, even if a farthest one has been allocated to her/him.
5.2. Relevance evaluation and reservation policies
As explained in Section 3.1, different allocation policies could be considered. Moreover, the relevance
of parking spaces could be evaluated using different strategies, such as the EP-based approach discussed
in Section 2. In this section, we briefly mention some strategies that could be considered for relevance
evaluation and parking allocation. Thus, some strategies that could be considered for relevance evalua-
tion are:
– One with no inter-vehicle communication (i.e. drivers searching only park their car when they
physically see an available space), called View Only.
– One for which the relevance is evaluated using our Encounter Probability, called VESPA only (see
Section 2). We will use the geographic-based method to consider the worst-case where a road map
is not available.
The penalty coefficients used to compute the Encounter Probability for parking spaces in parking
lots are: α−1 = 50, β−1 = 30000, γ−1 = 600 and ζ = 0, in order to prefer free parking spaces
located in the same row even if there are closer ones (considering the Euclidean distance) in neigh-
boring rows. For urban environments, we use: α−1 = 750, β−1 = 900, γ−1 = 2700 and ζ = 1/2. It
should be clarified that the values of the penalty coefficients, when considered individually, allow
to set upper bounds for the different factors affecting the computation of the EP (see Section 2.2.1);
for example, the value α−1 = 750 along with a relevance threshold of 75% implies that a parking
space located further than 250 meters when the vehicle is expected to be closest to the parking space
would not be considered relevant for the driver. For more details about how to fine-tune the penalty
coefficients, see [12].
– One for which the relevance is evaluated using the relevance function proposed in [49], called Time
and Distance. Specifically, the authors use the following function to characterize the relevance of a
parking space s:
F (s) = −α× t− β × d (α, β  0)
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Fig. 4. Scenario for evaluation in a parking lot.
where t is the age of s, d is the distance from the location of s, and α and β are non-negative
constants that represent the relative importance of time and distance. We consider α−1 = 30000
and β−1 = 50 for the coefficients of the function F (R), in order to have the same relative weights
than the strategy Vespa Only, as we will focus on highly-competitive scenarios where the distance
will be the key factor to consider.
The three previous strategies, considered alone, imply that no reservation protocol is used. Besides,
different allocation strategies are considered:
– An available space is allocated by the coordinator to the vehicle with the highest EP for the consid-
ered space, called Reservation EP.
– The relevance function F(s), used by the Time and Distance strategy, is considered to allocate avail-
able spaces to vehicles, called Reservation Time and Distance.
In the rest of this section, we present the experimental results obtained in parking lots and urban
environments.
5.3. Experimental results in a parking lot
In the following, we present some of the results obtained in the scenario of a parking lot. A snapshot
of the GUI of our simulator with a sample parking lot is shown in Fig. 4.
The results reported consider a parking lot with 60 parking spaces; of course, parking lots of other
sizes can be equally managed with our approach. Each vehicle entering the parking lot was considered as
searching for an available space. During our experiments, some vehicles leave their parking spaces while
others (driving at 10 kmph) are searching for an available slot. We evaluated different configurations
with more or less free parking spaces and searching vehicles. For the configurations where the number
of available parking spaces is always greater than the number of vehicles searching, the strategies using
V2V communications (i.e., all those we evaluated except View Only) perform better but no significant
difference between them can be observed. So, we present in the following the results for a “heavy”
parking configuration where we always consider more searching vehicles than available parking spaces.
In this “heavy” configuration, we considered a number of vehicles searching for a parking space ranging
between 1 and 10% of the total capacity of the parking facility.
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Fig. 5. Experimental results in a parking lot.
Figure 5 shows the average results obtained after 20 simulations for three evaluated criteria: the evo-
lution of the average time needed by the vehicles to park, the standard deviation of the amount of time
needed to find a parking space, and finally the percentage of useful information provided to the driver
(i.e., parking spaces allocated to a driver that are really obtained by that driver).
As concerns the results of the strategies without reservation protocol, we can first observe, thanks
to the average times, the interest of V2V-based solutions. Besides, the results for the Distance and time
only approach are not very good in terms of average search time, as that relevance function was basically
proposed to monitor a set of available parking spaces close to the vehicle. Compared with VESPA only,
we can notice the importance of the vehicles’ direction to determine the best parking space to allocate,
since this may avoid u-turns. Moreover, it also maximizes the probability that a vehicle arrives in a
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parking space earlier than other vehicles trying to park. So, an available parking space in the same row
should be preferred even if it is not the closest (i.e., one available parking space may be closer in the
next row but the time to reach it will be higher).
To provide vehicles more relevant information, we introduced invalidation messages. These messages
are generated by vehicles, once parked, in order to inform the other ones that the slot is not available
anymore. The results for the Time and Distance with invalidation and VESPA with invalidation strategy
are presented in Fig. 5. These invalidation messages really improve the result for the Time and Distance
strategy, since they avoid wasting time to reach a no more free parking space. However, these messages
also have an impact on the network load. They indeed require the generation of one additional message
per parking space. Furthermore, this message has to be broadcasted using multi-hop techniques in order
to (try to) reach all the vehicles previously informed of the available parking space. Even if the results
obtained with invalidation messages in this scenario are good, this is also due to the fact that it is not so
difficult to quickly communicate the invalidations to all the vehicles in a parking lot. However, ensuring
this in a general environment would be really challenging.
Regarding the reservation protocol, the average times are rather good, compared with the other so-
lutions, especially when the Encounter Probability is used to allocate parking spaces. Indeed, since we
considered that a driver who sees a parking space will park on that space even if he/she had another
parking space allocated, it is better to allocate a parking space close to the vehicle (and if possible in its
driving direction). Otherwise, the probability that the parking space is going to be occupied by another
driver increases. In that case, the vehicle which had the parking space allocated would have to ask for a
new allocation when it receives a new event about an available parking space. This explains the average
performance of the reservation protocol deployed on top of the Time and Distance strategy due to the
“row effect”. Indeed, the target parking space is computed here with the Euclidean distance and may be
located in the next row. The driver may so need more time to reach it, which increases the probability
that the space is no more available when he/she arrives. This also justifies the importance of the standard
deviation for this strategy. Besides, the reservation protocol allows maximizing the percentage of useful
information provided (i.e., the ratio between the number of resources effectively acquired and the total
number of resources communicated to the driver), whatever the allocation strategy used. This means that
the reservation protocol allocates a lot of useful parking spaces (i.e., where the driver receiving the po-
sition of the available parking space can effectively park his/her vehicle) even if the misses may be very
penalizing using the Time and Distance allocation strategy (i.e., the driver needs a lot of time to note that
the parking space is no more free). Notice that this percentage of useful information is unsurprisingly
bad for the strategies where no reservation protocol is used. This means that the drivers received more
non-relevant information because the positions of free parking spaces are not communicated to only one
driver but to several ones at the same time.
We can conclude that the Reservation EP strategy is the best choice with the heavy parking lot config-
uration. This strategy helps to reduce the average search time for a parking space, especially when the
competition is high. By reducing that competition, it also improves the percentage of useful information
communicated to the vehicles. Indeed, in spite of the congested situation (in terms of vehicles searching
for an available parking space), about 50% of the vehicles received a correct information as opposed
to the strategies without reservation protocol (about 15%). We have performed other experiments with
different numbers of vehicles and parking spaces, leading to similar conclusions.
5.4. Experimental results in an urban environment
In the previous section we considered parking lots and different data sharing strategies to highlight
that our reservation protocol can be used on top of systems other than VESPA. In this section, we present
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Fig. 6. Scenario for evaluation in an urban environment: city of Lille in France.
Fig. 7. Experimental results in an urban environment.
the experimental results obtained when evaluating the proposed approach in an urban environment. As
in previous papers [12,16,20] we have already shown that sharing data in a vehicular ad hoc network fol-
lowing the VESPA approach (based on the computation of the Encounter Probability) leads to interesting
benefits in both urban environments and highway scenarios, in this section we will focus on evaluating
the improvement that we can obtain when we add the reservation protocol for the case of parking spaces.
It should be noted that strategies such as the use of invalidation messages can be used in small scenarios
such as parking lots but are not suitable in urban environments (due to the difficulty of reaching all the
vehicles previously informed about the event that is invalidated); besides, the geographic-based EP could
behave like the Time and Distance relevance function by appropriately setting the values of the penalty
coefficients.
We performed several experiments using real road maps corresponding to the city of Lille in France
(see Fig. 6). In these experiments, we compared a solution based on sharing data about available parking
spaces using VESPA with a solution that also uses the reservation protocol proposed in this paper.
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Specifically, we measured the improvement in the average search time and the maximum search time
when the reservation protocol is also used. Several situations were considered by varying the amount of
competition with respect to the existing number of parking spaces in a scenario (to evaluate a challenging
scenario, we assumed that 75% of the vehicles in the scenario search for a parking space).
The results are shown in Fig. 7, where we vary the number of vehicles in excess of the number of
parking spaces available (averages of 100 tests for each competition scenario are reported). According
to these results, the reservation protocol implies an improvement in terms of the cost of drivers to find an
available parking space. Intuitively, it helps to avoid some competitive situations where several vehicles
try to reach the same parking space.
6. Related work
In this section, we present several related proposals, that illustrate the interest and originality of the
work presented in this paper. First, we focus on research contributions in the academia. Then, we present
some existing systems.
6.1. Research on parking spaces
In this section, we present the state of the art on sharing information about available parking spaces.
The main features of the most relevant proposals considered are summarized in Fig. 8. In the figure,
for each approach we provide the following information: its main focus, which can be parking lots or
garages (PL), on-street parking (SP), and/or parking spaces controlled by parking meters (PM); the in-
teraction mechanism used, which may be V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle), V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure), I2I
(infrastructure-to-infrastructure), and/or client/server (CS); the data dissemination mode, which can be
push or pull [46]; the communication mechanism (comm.), which can assume a wide-area communica-
tion system (WAN) and/or be ad hoc (AH); whether it requires (req.) a support infrastructure (I) and/or
monitoring sensors (S); whether the approach supports reserving parking spaces (res.); and whether it
takes competition somehow into account (comp.). Usually the use of V2V and V2I implies ad hoc com-
munications and the existence of a central server implies a system based on a support infrastructure;
however, arguably it would also be possible to exchange information between vehicles using 3G, so
we have decided to separate the criteria for the interaction and the communication features. Similarly,
even if it may be unrealistic, it would be possible to communicate with a central server using multi-hop
ad-hoc communications. We also consider that V2I implies communication between vehicles and the
infrastructure independently of the direction of the communication (i.e., from the vehicles to the infras-
tructure and/or viceversa). We would also like to clarify that we are considering parking lots and other
parking facilities such as garages as equivalent, as even if there may be some differences between them
they are not relevant here. Finally, we understand that if a work includes a reservation process, then this
is also a mechanism to decrease the competition between vehicles.
Some key aspects about the different proposals discussed in this section are collected in Fig. 9. In
the following, we first present general proposals about disseminating parking information. Then, we
consider proposals that acknowledge that competition problems may arise when the vehicles receive
information about available parking spaces. After that, we describe proposals that focus specifically
on parking lots or garages. Finally, we overview other interesting proposals that are less related to the
approach in this paper.
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Fig. 8. Main research proposals: Summary of features.
6.1.1. Proposals on disseminating parking information
Some proposals focus on the problem of collecting information about available parking spaces. Thus,
for example, ParkNet [34] is a mobile sensing system for road-side parking spaces. The vehicles use
ultrasonic sensors to collect information about the availability of parking spaces while driving by and
they communicate these data to a central server, which aggregates them and builds a real-time map of
parking space availability. Interested vehicles can then query the central server to obtain information
about available parking spaces. The authors show that this monitoring approach is very effective and
much cheaper and convenient than deploying fixed sensors on the parking spaces.
Another related approach is SmartPark [39] (see http://smartpark.epfl.ch). In this case, however, there
is no centralized server and fixed sensors are used to detect if a parking space is occupied or not. A
vehicle searching for parking announces its need to the nearby sensors and the request for parking is
re-broadcasted periodically if needed.
A dissemination approach based on the use of fixed hotspots and opportunistic exchanges between
mobile peers when they encounter each other is presented in [48]. To reduce the amount of data ex-
changed, a relevance function is applied, that takes into account the age of the report and the distance
to the resource. However, according to [1] (a more recent contribution by some of the authors of [48]),
that approach makes the assumption that a driver knows (approximatively): 1) for how long the parking
space will remain available, and 2) how much time it will need to reach it.
6.1.2. Proposals that acknowledge the competition among vehicles
In the proposal presented in [7] (agent-based community), vehicles exchange information about both
available and occupied parking spaces in cities. Based on the preferences of the driver, a decision module
selects an appropriate parking space (in the experimental evaluation, parking spaces closer to the current
location of the vehicle are preferred) and stops diffusing information about that available parking space
in order to maximize the chance to find it free.
Another proposal to maximize the probability to find an available parking space in a city is [45],
which computes a route that goes through all the parking spaces considered available. For this purpose,
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Fig. 9. Main research proposals: Key aspects.
the Time-Varying TSP (Travelling Salesman Problem) is considered. Several algorithms are proposed
(the exact approach, the clustering-based approach, and the live approach), including an approach where
the path is automatically readjusted when new information from neighboring vehicles is received (the
live approach). However, according to [1] this type of solution based on the Time-Varying TSP is not
appropriate because the availability of the parking spaces can change at any time.
In [1–3], the authors view the competition for parking spaces as an assignment game where the players
are the vehicles and the parking spaces are resources with different costs associated. In this context of
Parking Slot Assignment Games (PSAG), they assume that the vehicles can receive information about
available parking spaces (by using existing proposals) and propose algorithms for vehicles to choose the
“ideal” parking space:
– First, they study a centralized model that optimizes the total system cost (the “social welfare”).
Although an optimal solution can be found in polynomial time, the assignments obtained could
imply that some drivers incur in higher costs for the benefit of others; so, they argue that this is not
appropriate in distributed scenarios where the drivers make their own choices.
– Then, they study a distributed PSAG model with complete information and establish the relation
between this parking model and the stable marriage problem. In this model, it is assumed that each
vehicle has access to the location information of other vehicles, which arises privacy concerns and
technical difficulties to perform the real-time tracking.
– Therefore, a distributed PSAG model with incomplete information is proposed. The problem is that
solving it for an arbitrary number of parking spaces and vehicles is difficult.
– So, finally, a heuristic gravitational model (the Gravity-based Parking Algorithm, or GPA) is pro-
posed. The idea is that parking spaces attract searching vehicles towards them in a way that the
vehicles will move towards areas with higher density of parking spaces (even if there are closer
parking spaces but with less gravitational pull).
In [2] the authors specifically focus on the GPA approach and compare it with Nash equilibrium
strategies with complete information. In [3] the authors consider that vehicles are constrained to
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move within road networks and propose three variants of GPA adapted to road networks: De-
terministic Angular GPA (DA-GPA), Randomized Magnitude GPA (RM-GPA), and Deterministic
Magnitude GPA (DM-GPA). These variants were evaluated through simulations.
In [4,5] (PMNET), the authors describe a multi-hop wireless network composed of parking meters that
exchange information about the availability of their parking spaces based on a hierarchical geographic
clustering. The network of parking meters (pm-nodes) is considered a distributed database that can be
queried by vehicles through a nearby (within communication range) pm-node. They also consider the
use of unicast (position-based) routing for drivers to reserve a spot controlled by a certain parking meter.
Finally, they consider that the competition between drivers can be managed by enhancing the informa-
tion provided about available parking spaces with information about potential competitors; this extra
information includes data such as the location of the competitors, which may be considered privacy-
sensitive information. In this approach, a vehicle must be within range of some parking meter to receive
this information. Moreover, no experimental evaluation is presented.
Parking payment terminals (parking automats) are also used in [10] to disseminate information about
available parking spaces. Both atomic information (information about the availability of specific park-
ing places managed by a single parking automat) and aggregated information (summarized information
about the availability in an area covered by several parking automats) are disseminated using ad hoc
communications. Atomic information is disseminated in the local proximity of the available parking
spaces, whereas aggregated information (which is more stable) is transmitted over wider areas to pro-
vide a higher-level perspective of parking availability to vehicles located in more distant locations. The
vehicles themselves also periodically re-broadcast the information they have about available parking
spaces. The information is prioritized based on the age of the resource and the distance to the resource.
The authors acknowledge that several vehicles could try to get the same parking space at the same time,
but leave the problem of fair resource sharing as future work.
Considering reservation
To avoid the competition problem, some proposals explicitly consider the importance of booking a
parking space for a vehicle. For example, in [22] an agent-based parking reservation facility is presented.
However, it is adapted to the specific scenario of a campus and relies on the existence of a support
infrastructure (composed of InfoStations) and a centralized computer (an InfoStation Center) where the
information about the parking spaces is managed.
Another interesting example is SmartParking [50,51], which is a secure and privacy-aware architecture
for the reservation of parking spaces in parking facilities. A support infrastructure based on the use of
sensor belts is used to advertise information about parking spaces to nearby vehicles. This infrastructure
allows the driver to choose a parking space and reserve it.
In [29,30], the authors assume that each parking space has a sensor providing information about its
occupancy status, and compare (through simulations and analysis) three different approaches to discover
parking spaces in a city:
– Non-assisted parking search (NAPS) or “blind” sequential search, where the driver tries to find a
parking space near his/her destination without the help of any software system or external informa-
tion.
– Opportunistically assisted parking search (OAPS), where the vehicles collect information about the
parking spaces that they encounter and exchange it when they meet with other vehicles, filter out
this information based on time and space criteria, and then try to reach the available space that is
closest to their destination.
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– Centrally assisted parking search (CAPS), where a central server (that has a global knowledge
about the parking space availability) processes requests for parking spaces in a First-Come-First-
Served (FCFS) manner and guarantees (through reservation) a parking space close to the driver’s
destination.
The previous approaches are compared by considering two different types of scenarios: one where the
destinations of the drivers are uniformly distributed and one where the destinations are mainly focused
within a certain road (hotspot). Overall, we could say that in the first scenario the opportunistic scheme
performs the best and the centralized solution exhibits the worst behavior (especially for high traffic
volumes), but in the second one the centralized solution outperforms the others. That study shows that
opportunistically sharing information about parking spaces can indeed increase the competition among
vehicles (by synchronizing the movement patterns of the vehicles), and that the cost of setting up and
maintaining a centralized infrastructure does not necessarily provide the best results. So, it proves the
interest of alternative approaches like the one proposed in this paper.
Summing up, approaches that support the reservation of parking spaces to deal with competition are
either restricted to specific scenarios such as parking facilities (as in [22] or in [50,51]) or based on a
centralized solution (as in CAPS [29,30]). However, up to the authors’ knowledge, a general reservation-
based solution to avoid the competition in vehicular ad hoc networks is a novelty in the work described
in this paper.
Considering probabilities
In the following, we describe some other proposals that take competition into account by considering
the availability probabilities at the time of arrival, instead of the current status information about parking
spaces. Thus, several proposals acknowledge that the probability to find an available parking space in a
certain area, rather than the current occupancy status of specific parking spaces, is an interesting factor to
manage. For example, in [28], parking lots (modeled by a continuous-time Markov chain) periodically
disseminate in the vehicular ad hoc network some status parameters (specifically, their capacity, the
number of occupied spaces, the arrival rate, and the parking rate), thus providing to the vehicles with
information that they can use to estimate the probability to find there an available parking space at the
time of arrival. A similar approach is described in [9]. As another related example, the availability of
parking spaces is predicted in [8] within the context of a parking facility reservation system.
Whereas the previous proposals focus on estimating probabilities for parking lots, other proposals con-
sider parking spaces in general. For example, [49] emphasizes the importance of considering aggregate
information and guiding the driver towards areas where finding an available parking space is very likely
(instead of guiding the user towards a specific parking space that could be taken by another vehicle in
the meanwhile). Within the VESPA project, in [53] the idea is to aggregate information about available
parking spaces to extract general knowledge about their overall availability in certain areas and time
periods. As commented before, the use of aggregated information about parking spaces is also proposed
in [10].
6.1.3. Proposals focused on parking facilities
Several proposals focus on parking lots or garages. Many existing parking management systems just
keep track of the number of vehicles within a facility (using a simple barrier system to monitor/count the
vehicles entering and leaving the site), whereas others monitor the individual available parking spaces.
In this last case, wireless sensor networks are usually used (e.g., see [6,13,38,42,52]). A review of smart
parking systems can also be found in [25].
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An example is SPARK [33] (Smart PARKing), which proposes the use of RSUs (Road-Side Units) in
parking lots to disseminate information about available parking spaces and to protect the vehicles parked
there from theft.
The approach in [37] also considers parking lots and divides the geographic space in zones managed
by different RSUs (the radius of each zone is smaller than the communication range of vehicles and
RSUs). A Voronoi region is assigned to each RSU, such that each RSU keeps the occupancy state of
the parking spaces in its region. The main focus of that work is on security aspects. However, no many
details are provided, as it is a short paper.
6.1.4. Other proposals
There are other proposals that are less related to the work presented in this paper but that also concern
parking spaces. So, in [14] the authors argue that not only drivers compete for parking spaces but car
park operators also compete for drivers; with this motivation, and assuming that parking prices are nego-
tiable, they develop an agent-based negotiation platform. In [43], the authors focus on real-time parking
reservation systems and propose a fuzzy-based model to decide whether a certain reservation request
can be accepted or not (based on the current status of the system regarding space availability, cancel-
lations, etc.) with the goal of maximizing revenues. As a third example, [15] presents an agent-based
model to study the interrelation of different factors, such as the parking pricing strategies and the behav-
ior of drivers. These proposals do not concern about communication issues (a wide-area communication
infrastructure seems to be assumed).
Finally, it is interesting to mention that technologies such as inductive loops, optical sensors, ultra-
sonic sensors and magnetic sensors (among others) have been proposed to detect the occupancy status
of a parking spot [13,47,50]. Video sensors (specifically, webcams) were also proposed in the IrisNet
project [36], and [34] proposed the use of ultrasonic range finders along with environmental finger-
printing for mobile sensing from the vehicles. These are complementary technologies to the approach
presented in this paper, as the release of a parking space could be detected and disseminated by a sensor
located there or by the driver leaving the parking space.
6.2. Working systems and applications
In this section, we overview some existing systems. The main features of the most relevant systems
considered are summarized in Fig. 10. In the figure, for each system we indicate its name and URL,
its availability regarding the platforms where it is currently supported (as an application for iOS and/or
Android devices, or Web when it has a website accessible from web browsers), whether it requires sensors
to monitor the available parking spaces (req. sensors), whether it supports the reservation of parking
spaces (prov. reserv.), and the main types of parking spaces targeted (the ones under the control of
parking meters, parking lots or garages, private parking spaces owned by some person, and/or public
parking spaces). It should be noted that the features considered in the comparison are different from the
ones used for research prototypes (see Section 6.1), as it makes no sense to consider the same elements.
Thus, for example, no existing system relies on V2V communication but on wide-range communications
(e.g., 3G) and centralized servers, which is a current limitation.
In the following, we describe these systems in three categories: those that are based on the use of
sensors, those that rely on the cooperation of people to input the interesting information, and other
working systems less related to the work presented in this paper because they focus on very specific
scenarios.
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Fig. 10. Examples of existing systems: Summary of features.
6.2.1. Working systems based on sensors
Among the existing systems, one of the frequent examples mentioned in the literature is SFPark
(http://sfpark.org), that allows checking online the availability of parking spaces in San Francisco, that
are shown on a map. The information is obtained thanks to wireless parking sensors embedded in the
pavement, that monitor the occupancy status of the different slots. Besides, SFPark adjusts meter and
garage prices according to the existing demand, in order to optimize the parking resources. This is a very
interesting system. However, according to [34], deploying the required infrastructure is quite expensive.
ParkingCarma (http://www.parkingcarma.com) allows to search and reserve a parking space in several
cities in the United States through the Internet. Owners of parking lots or other parking assets can
sign up with ParkingCarma and share information about the availability of their parking spaces. Then,
ParkingCarma will be able to match the available parking spaces with the needs of potential customers.
It can also make price adjustments in real-time.
ParkSense (http://www.smartgrains.com) provides solutions for on-street parking, public car parks,
shopping centers and airports. It is interesting to mention that this system considers not only parking
spaces but also charging stations for electric vehicles. Parking sensors are organized into a mesh net-
work and communicate status information with their neighbors (by radio) until it is finally collected by a
gateway node. According to the information provided in the website, several case studies have been con-
sidered for shopping centers and there is also an experience for on-street parking in Issy-les-Moulineaux
(with 100 parking spots equipped).
Streetline (http://www.streetline.com) offers several products: ParkEdge (an information platform for
parking providers), ParkSight (for managing parking facilities in cities), and Parker (for drivers). In the
context of this paper we focused our attention on Parker, which allows drivers to find and reserve spots
controlled by parking meters. A wireless sensor mesh network communicates the information about
parking spaces to mirrored data sites with the help of relays located on streetlights and telephone poles.
6.2.2. Working systems based on information shared by people
Several systems rely on information provided by people (drivers) instead of using sensors to monitor
parking spaces:
– SpotScout (http://www.spotscout.com) supports “SpotScouting” (searching for parking spots) and
“SpotCasting” (broadcasting information about a parking spot owned so that others can find it and
use it) in cities in the United States. The spots can be reserved and paid through the Internet. No
sensors are used because the availability of the parking spaces is determined based on the informa-
tion provided by the “SpotCasters” (who can define the periods when the space is available) and
the actual reservations made. A rating system similar to the one used in eBay is used to provide in-
formation to users before the agree to trade a parking space. The system can also show information
about parking spaces with an electric outlet available to charge electric vehicles (EV).
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– Apila (http://www.apila.fr) relies in the cooperation among drivers to facilitate searching and finding
a public parking space in France. The idea is to actually perform an exchange of the parking space.
First, the vehicle that is going to release a parking space announces it. Then, if there is any vehicle
interested in that parking space, it requests the spot. Finally, the vehicle releasing the parking space
will wait for a while (an average of three minutes, according to the description in the website) until
the other interested vehicle comes and then it will complete the transaction by liberating the space
for the arriving vehicle. In the exchange of the parking space, the vehicle taking the spot pays a
“ticket” to the vehicle releasing it. This is an interesting idea, but reserving a public space for a
specific driver may lead to disputes and even be illegal in some cities.
– Placelib (http://www.placelib.com), formerly ShareMySpot, proposes a similar idea to Apila (also
for France). A driver announces that he/she is going to release a parking space in a few minutes and
the system decides which vehicle searching for a parking space is the ideal candidate for that spot.
Before releasing the parking space, the driver will wait for the arrival of that vehicle. The transaction
is paid with “virtual nuts”. The main difference with Apila is that the system automatically matches
parking spaces and searching vehicles.
– ParkShark (http://www.parkshark.mobi) is a similar application that allows drivers to share infor-
mation about the parking space that they are going to release. It uses a rating system to encourage
cooperation (good “sharers” and “reservers” are expected to receive positive reviews), such that
users with a high rating will more likely receive information about available parking spaces earlier
than others.
– Roadify (http://www.roadify.com) also supports sharing information about available or soon-to-be-
available parking spots in the United States. However, we did not find much information about it on
the Web.
Finally, it is interesting to mention Waze (http://www.waze.com), that allows the exchange of infor-
mation about traffic, events on the roads, and maps. However, it does not focus on parking spaces, even
if parking lots can be represented on the maps.
6.2.3. Other working systems
In many cities, information about available parking spaces is usually posted in electronic panels lo-
cated near major parking sites. Such Parking Guidance and Information (PGI) systems usually provide
information about the location, direction and status of parking sites (mainly, regarding the availability of
parking spaces within). Some systems try to provide very precise information by monitoring the individ-
ual parking spaces (e.g., Intelligent Parking, http://www.intelligentparking.com). There are also products
focused on helping managing parking facilities, such as myParkfolio (http://www.parkeon.com).
A number of services are available nowadays that allow a driver to book a parking space in a certain
parking facility by submitting a reservation request through the Internet [26]. One of these services is E-
Z Park (http://www.ezparkinc.com) in the city of Philadelphia, but the examples are numerous. Some of
these services focus on specific parking facilities, such as eparking (http://www.eparking.uk.com), about
airport parkings in the United Kingdom, or AboutAirportParking (http://www.aboutairportparking.com),
with information about many international airports. Other web sites provide information about the ex-
istence of parking spaces and their associated fees (e.g., http://www.chicagometers.com in the city of
Chicago), but do not allow reservations or provide the occupancy status in real-time. It is also inter-
esting to mention Parkopedia (http://en.parkopedia.com), which provides information about parking
facilities in 28 countries and sometimes even supports booking; private parking spaces can be listed at
http://www.parkatmyhouse.com and then be provided by Parkopedia.
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Finally, a number of similar applications are available for smartphones; for example, for iOS devices
we could mention BestParking (to find garages and compare parking rates), EasyPark (interface between
parking operators and drivers to support parking payments), ParkMe (that provides parking recommen-
dations based on their location and price), Parking Mate (to help keep track of timers and other aspects
related to pay parking spots), SocialParking (that allows drivers to share information about the park-
ing spaces that they are releasing), etc. Existing systems show the interest of applications to help with
parking-related issues.
7. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented a solution to disseminate and allocate available parking spaces to
drivers. The originality of our contribution resides in our reservation protocol, which is to the best of
our knowledge the first solution to allocate parking spaces to vehicles in VANETs. We have evaluated
our approach in different scenarios (including parking lots and urban environments), obtaining positive
results: our system reduces both the time needed to find a parking space and the competition among
the vehicles. Besides, an extensive study of related work has been performed to properly situate our
approach within the state of the art and highlight its novel contributions.
We could envision an adaptation of this work to enable its use with other types of resources. For
example, in hybrid networks with vehicles and mobile users we could use a similar approach to help
users to find available taxi cabs. Similarly, in car sharing applications we can see a shareable car as a
limited resource with some capacity and availability. Finally, charging stations for electric vehicles could
become a scarce resource in the future. Each of these scenarios would probably benefit from a different
resource allocation policy, but the basics of the general schema proposed in this paper could be used.
Besides, it could be interesting to analyze the benefits of a pull-based query processing approach about
parking spaces based on the work presented in [21].
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